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(1-15 January 2018)

From Editor’s Desk

International
Ships
may
Soon
Stop
Visiting Karachi Port due to widespread Pollution

In line with the national policy of protection and
preservation of marine life and conforming the
international maritime law, the Ministry of Climate
Change has declared Indus River Canyon as the second
Maritime Protected area in Pakistan after Astola Island.
The Indus River Canyon Marine Protected Area (MPA)
comprising 27,607 square kilometres and it is home to
rich mega fauna including whales and dolphins. About
19 species of cetaceans such as baleen whales, toothed
whales, and other whales and porpoises are known to
live in the area.

Source: Dawn
2nd January 2018

The designation of MPA can translate into increased
business opportunities for the tourism and recreation
sector, as it tends to increase the attractiveness of a
speciﬁc area. In addition, MPA can provide direct or
indirect protection to ﬁsh stocks targeted by commercial
and artisanal ﬁshing. It can also support or improve
opportunities for educational and recreational activities.
NCMPR remains committed to actively liaise with
government and private agencies for promoting
maritime sector of Pakistan.
Rear Admiral Mukhtar Khan HI(M)
Commodore
Abdul
Basit
Butt
Navy Promoted as Rear Admiral

of

Pak

Source: The News
1st January 2018

ISLAMABAD: In a Pakistan Navy promotion ceremony,
Commodore Abdul Basit Butt has been promoted to the
rank of Rear Admiral on 1st January 2018 with immediate
effect. Abdul Basit was commissioned in Operations
Branch of Pakistan Navy in 1989. During his illustrious
career, he has served on various Command and Staff
appointments.
Having graduated from Pakistan Navy War College,
National Defence University Islamabad and Turkish Armed
Forces War College Turkey, Basit has held commanding
appointments including Commanding Ofﬁcer 28 Aviation
Squadron and Commander Naval Aviation. Currently
serving as Director General Naval Intelligence, Rear
Admiral Butt has also held staff appointments including
Director Naval Training, Director Naval Operational Plans,
Sector Commander Naval Intelligence (South) and Naval
Secretary at Naval Headquarters. In recognition of his
meritorious services, Rear Admiral Abdul Basit Butt has
been awarded Sitara-e-Imtiaz (Military).

The Senate's Standing Committee on Maritime Affairs
was informed that international ships may soon stop
visiting the Karachi seaport due to the rising amount of
pollution in the coastal region. In a brieﬁng on the matter,
the committee was told that Karachi receives around 500
million gallons of water every day and subsequently, an
equal quantity of polluted water is dumped into the sea on
a daily basis. The Senate body was further told that the
toxic waste of industries was also released into the sea
without being treated. The committee was informed that
the rising amount of pollution would cause massive
problems for the country and the health and well-being of
its citizens if instant measures are not taken to ﬁx the issue.
According to a survey conducted by United Nations, the
dangerous levels of toxins and poison in the water around
the coast of Karachi are causing great harm to marine life.
Last year, the National Assembly's Public Accounts
Committee (PAC) had been informed that around 472
million gallons of sewerage were being released into the sea
on a daily basis. It was said that around 275 million gallons
of sewerage were released daily from Karachi Port, whereas
another 136 million gallons was dumped by the upscale
Defence Housing Authority. Following the brieﬁng, Mayor
Karachi Wasim Akhtar and all other relevant ofﬁcials in the
case were summoned by the committee.
Pakistan Navy Displays Impressive Fire Power in
Arabian Sea
Source: The News
3rd January 2018

KARACHI: In an impressive ﬁre power display, Live
Weapon Firing was conducted by Pakistan Navy's newly
commissioned Fast Attack Craft (Missile), PNS HIMMAT
in the North Arabian Sea. PNS HIMMAT ﬁred indigenously
developed Harbah Naval Cruise Missile, which is a Surface
to Surface anti-ship missile with Land Attack capability.
The missile accurately hit its target signifying the
impressive capabilities of Harbah Naval Weapon System.
Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Zafar Mahmood Abbasi
witnessed the ﬁring onboard Pakistan Navy Ship
ALAMGIR.
The successful live weapon ﬁring has once again
demonstrated the credible ﬁre power of Pakistan Navy and
the impeccable level of indigenization in high tech
weaponry achieved by Pakistan's defence industry. This is a
clear manifestation of Government's resolve to achieve self
reliance in this ﬁeld. On this occasion, Chief of the Naval
Staff expressed his utmost satisfaction on the operational
readiness of Pakistan Navy Fleet units and commended the

efforts of all those involved in achieving this signiﬁcant
milestone successfully. He emphasized the need to
capitalize on indigenous defence capabilities and reduce
reliance on foreign countries. Chief of the Naval Staff
reafﬁrmed the resolve of Pakistan Navy to ensure seaward
defence of Pakistan and safeguard national maritime
interests at all costs. Admiral Zafar Mahmood Abbasi also
appreciated the efforts made by our Engineers and
Researchers in making Harbah Naval Weapon System
project a success.
Pakistan
Restricts
Consumption Falls
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Source: Platts
4th January 2018

Pakistan has imposed restrictions on fuel oil imports
with immediate effect, as domestic consumption declines
amid rising LNG imports and the shutdown of several fuel
oil power plants. A new energy committee, headed by the
minister for power, has also been constituted to approve
future fuel oil imports and monitor output from domestic
reﬁneries, demand from the power sector, and stocks at oil
marketing companies, an ofﬁcial with the ministry of
energy said. The decision was taken December 28 at a
meeting in Islamabad attended by Prime Minister Shahid
Khaqan Abbasi, minister for power Sardar Awais Ahmed
Khan Leghari and ofﬁcials from oil reﬁneries, oil marketing
companies and the ministry of energy. "During the
meeting, a decision was made to restrict imports of fuel oil
with immediate effect. Only four cargoes, which were
booked by Pakistan State Oil, would be received," the
ofﬁcial said. Pakistan State Oil deferred four cargoes in
November, one of which is due to arrive in the ﬁrst days of
2018, and another three by the end of January, the same
ofﬁcial added.
FUEL OIL DEMAND TO PLUNGE
Pakistan's fuel oil demand is expected to fall sharply
over the next three years as growing LNG imports help the
country move to a gas-based energy economy. Fuel oil
demand is likely to drop from 9.6 million mt in ﬁscal 20162017, running from July to June, to 4.5 million mt or less
by ﬁscal 2019-2020, according to most of the companies
surveyed by S&P Global Platts earlier this month. Fuel oil
imports could decline by up to 60% by ﬁscal 2019-2020 as
the power sector switches to gas feedstock, Fawad Khan,
executive director with Karachi-based BMA Capital, said.
This would result in a drop in imports from 6.6 million mt
in ﬁscal 2016-2017 to 2.64 million mt in ﬁscal 2019-2020.
Fuel oil consumption has fallen recently, following a
government decision on October 27, 2017, to halt power
generation from oil-ﬁred units with a combined capacity of
more than 4,000 MW per day. The decision came amid the
start-up of Pakistan's second LNG terminal, the beginning
of the slow winter demand season versus summer and the
government's resolve to reduce power production from
aging fuel oil plants — which cause more pollution and are

inefﬁcient and expensive compared to their gas-ﬁred
equivalent, Saad Ali, head of research at Karachi-based
brokerage house Intermarket Securities.As fuel oil orders
from the power plants fell abruptly, stocks rose rapidly at
the import terminals and domestic reﬁneries, delaying
deliveries of imported cargoes and disrupting operations of
domestic producers. No new fuel oil imports have been
booked since.November domestic fuel oil sales were at
402,000 mt, down 29% year on year, and 55% lower month
on month, according to latest data by the Oil Companies
Advisory Committee.
Port stocks of fuel oil increased to 280,058 mt by late
November, worth Rupees 41.9 billion ($39.8 million),
resulting in severe import delays and demurrage costs per
cargo of $15,000/day, or $105,000/week, according to
Pakistan State Oil.
Pakistan Navy Ships Visit Oman on Friendly Visit
Source: Geo
4th January 2018

ISLAMABAD: A ﬂotilla of the Pakistan Navy (PN)
visited Muscat as part of a goodwill and training visit, said
a statement from PN. The ﬂotilla comprised the submarine
PNS Hurmat, sail ship PNS Rahnaward and support ship
PNS Rasadgar. During the visit, the mission commander
and commanding ofﬁcers of the PN ships and submarines
held important meetings with various Royal Navy of Oman
ofﬁcers. "The visit was aimed at improving interoperability
and strengthening of bilateral ties between the two navies
and creating opportunities for learning from each other's
experiences. The visit also afforded the crews and ofﬁcers
of the navy ﬂotilla to hold professional interactions with
personnel from RNO. Commodore Altaf Hussain
commanded the ﬂotilla as mission commander during the
port visit.
Chinese Naval Base in Pakistan 'Out of Question'
Source: Pakistan Today
6th January 2018

ISLAMABAD: China and Pakistan have no plans to
build a naval base for China in coastal areas of Pakistan,
and the matter has never been discussed between the two
countries. A senior ofﬁcial at the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs (MoFA) has told Pakistan Today that neither the
Chinese government has made any such request to the
government of Pakistan nor there is any plan being
discussed between the two governments. "It looks that such
rumours are being spread just to sabotage the successful
completion of early harvest projects under the gamechanging China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). But
Islamabad and Beijing are well aware of the enemy designs,
and we will not let anyone sabotage the project's success,"
the ofﬁcial said.
The ofﬁcial mentioned that the security of the Chinese
nationals working on the CPEC projects, as well as the

Chinese shipments going into the Arabian Sea, would solely
be a responsibility of Pakistani law enforcing agencies, and,
for the same purpose, a designated division—Strategic
Security Division (SSD) —had been raised.

available roads. But India is the biggest hurdle as Indian
prime minister Narendra Modi and former premier
Manmohan Singh never allowed BCIM to take off," the
ofﬁcial said.

"Pakistan Navy is well equipped to handle the security
of Chinese shipments, and we will manage the security of
the shipments effectively," the source said, adding that this
was the reason that the capacity-building process of
Pakistan Navy was being given a priority. "We are planning
for the future challenges and will ensure that Pakistan Navy
is equipped with modern gadgets to face the future
challenges," the ofﬁcial added. Asked whether Pakistan
would collaborate with the Chinese Navy to ensure the
security of the Chinese shipments, the ofﬁcial responded in
the afﬁrmative. "Yes, Pakistani and Chinese navy would
hold joint exercises from time to time to help meet the
challenges. Moreover, the frigates and warships of the
Chinese Navy would keep visiting Pakistan's coastal areas.
Moreover, joint security drills may also be considered," the
source added.

The ofﬁcial said that soon after launching the BRI, China
has convened the ﬁrst meeting of the BCIMEC joint
working group in Kunming, and a joint study plan was
signed by all parties, leading to the establishment of a
mechanism for cooperation among the four governments.

Asked whether these drills would be held at Gwadar
port, the ofﬁcial said that Pakistan wanted to dedicate the
strategic port only for commercial trade. "We would like to
dedicate Gwadar port for commercial purposes. However,
for effective security, we have developed a small naval base
at the port, while some personnel from military, FC and
Rangers have also been stationed for security purposes,"
the source said.
The source said that Pakistan Navy would be using
Jinnah Naval Base for all sorts of naval cooperation, and
whether it is strategic or conventional weaponry, all
exercises and skill building cooperation would be
conducted at Ormara base. "Moreover, we are also looking
for possibilities to develop naval bases at Pasni, Jewani or
any other suitable place at the coastal line. However, let me
assure you that China is not interested in building its naval
base at Pakistan's coastal line. It is not in their DNA to
build bases outside China," the ofﬁcial asserted . Separately,
the source added, China has also operationalised ChinaEurasia and China-Iran corridors. "Last year, over 3,000
cargo trains shuttled between China and Europe—a fact
which speaks volumes about China's outreach. Moreover,
China also operationalised its train route to Iran, which
went unnoticed. So Pakistan is not the only option for
China. But yes, CPEC is the best option China has," the
ofﬁcial said.
When asked to elaborate, the ofﬁcial said that China
had launched its efforts to develop an ambitious corridor
with establishing a road link with Myanmar, India and
Bangladesh (BCIM) back in 1998, but India became a
major hurdle in the operationalisation of this trade route.
"There is a road already linking Myanmar with India, and
only a small portion needs to be widened and redeveloped.
Moreover, the militants in North India and Myanmar
would have to be dealt with. China has already developed a
road link with Myanmar, while India also has a road link
with Bangladesh. So it is only about linking the already

Pakistan Navy Ships Visit Port Victoria
Source: The News
7th January 2018

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan Navy Task Group comprising
PNS KHAIBAR and PNS NASR visited Port Victoria,
Seychelles during an Overseas Deployment to East African
countries and Island States of Indian Ocean Region. PNS
KHAIBAR is a Type-21 frigate and PNS NASR is a combat
support ship. Cdre Javaid lqbal, Commander 9th Auxiliary
& Mine Warfare Squadron is commanding the Pakistan
Navy Task Group as Mission Commander.
During the visit, the Mission Commander along with
Commanding Ofﬁcers of the Ships held meetings with
military leadership of Seychelles and discussed matters of
mutual interests. This included call on with Ambassador
Maurice Loustau Lalanne, Minister of Tourism, Brigadier
Leopold F Payet, Chief of Seychelles Peoples Defence
Forces, Mr Kishnan Laborite, Commissioner of the
Seychelles Police, Mr David Andre, Mayor of Victoria and
Ms Sheryl Vartgadasamy, Special Advisor (Police) to
Minister of Home Affairs. Philanthropic activities like visit
to St. Elizabeth Orphanage and La Retraite Elderly Home
were also undertaken with donation of gifts. Ofﬁcers and
men of both the ships also visited Regional Coordination
Operations Centre (RCOC) and discussed the importance
of information sharing in maritime domain. Naval forces,
as extension of government's foreign policy, have
historically contributed to strengthen the bonds of
friendship between nations through such goodwill visits.
Cognizant of this fact, Pakistan Navy has always
endeavoured to enhance collaboration with friendly
countries. The visit of PN Task Group was aimed to
promote peace and security in the region, enhance
maritime collaboration and open new avenues of bilateral
cooperation between the friendly countries.
Command and Staff Conference of Pak Navy Held
in Islamabad
Source: The News
10th January 2018

ISLAMABAD: The Command and Staff Conference of
Pakistan Navy concluded Wednesday at Naval
Headquarters, Islamabad. The Conference was chaired by
Chief of the Naval Staff, Admiral Zafar Mahmood Abbasi.
Command and Staff Conference is the apex decision
making body of Pakistan Navy in which all Chiefs of Staff,
Principal Staff Ofﬁcers and Field Commanders undertake
strategic review of Pakistan Navy's Policies and Plans.

Matters
related
to
operational
preparedness,
developmental plans of Pakistan Navy, prevailing security
situation and training/welfare of troops were reviewed.
Detailed brieﬁngs on various ongoing and future Pakistan
Navy projects and plans were also given to Chief of the
Naval Staff. While making an overall appraisal of the
prevalent security environment, Chief of the Naval Staff
expressed his utmost conﬁdence over operational
preparedness of Pakistan Navy.

it a unique place to undertake scientiﬁc research and to
improve the understanding about seismicity. This is largely
because of the interaction of three tectonic plates just
southwest of Karachi, the impact of monsoonal reversal
system on biological productivity and substantial change in
sedimentation pattern. NIO Director General (DG) Dr Asif
Inam from Pakistan and South China Sea Institute of
Oceanography (SCSIO) Deputy Director General, Professor
Jian Lin, explained the signiﬁcance of this endeavour.

The Naval Chief reiterated Pakistan Navy's unﬂinching
resolve to ensure seaward defence of vital maritime
infrastructure and protection of the maritime interests of
Pakistan against all threats and challenges at all cost. The
Naval Chief also expressed satisfaction over operational
readiness of Pakistan Navy in the face of prevalent
Maritime challenges including security aspects of Gwadar
Port and related Maritime Components of CPEC Project,
and lauded the morale and motivation of troops at all
levels.

DG NIO, highlighting the history of collaboration
between oceanography institutions of Pakistan and China,
informed that NIO scientists had participated in the
Chinese expedition to Antarctica and Chinese expedition to
Southern Indian Ocean. But, he added, this was the ﬁrst
time that two countries were conducting geological,
geophysical and oceanographic surveys in the Arabian sea
together. He explained that the two main areas of the
expedition are to have a better understanding regarding the
seismicity of the Arabian sea and the assessment of gas
hydrate potential along with Makran coast. He added that
we are working on these two aspects to formulate
mitigation plans as part of disaster management and to
ﬁnd new avenues for socioeconomic development
respectively. Ministry of Science and Technology Federal
Secretary, Ms Yasmeen Masood, appreciated the efforts of
the leadership of both the sides and spoke on how the
maritime sector and oceanography could contribute
towards the progress of our country. The messages from
the ministers of both the countries were read by the DG
NIO and Deputy DG SCSIO.

Rear Admiral Zaka Appointed DG Pakistan
Maritime Security Agency
Source: Pakistan Today
11th January 2018

ISLAMABAD: Rear Admiral Zaka-ur-Rehman has assumed
the command of Pakistan Maritime Security Agency
(PMSA) as director general (DG). The admiral was
commissioned in Pakistan Navy's Operations Branch in
1988. He has been appointed to various command
appointments, including commanding ofﬁcer of a
Destroyer as well as Commander 25th Destroyer Squadron,
a statement issued here by the directorate of media
relations of Pakistan Navy said. During his illustrious
career, he served on various staff appointments at Naval
Headquarters and Chief of Staff to the Commander
Coalition Task Force-151 at Bahrain. Zaka-ur-Rehman has
also served as Naval Attaché at the embassy of Pakistan at
Ankara, Turkey.

Later, it was announced that NIO and SCSIO have plans
to organize a joint scientiﬁc conference during the ﬁrst
week of February 2018 to share the preliminary results of
the expedition with the scientiﬁc community, academia
and oil and gas industry.
Pakistan Coast Guards Foil Bid to Smuggle 400kg
Narcotics in Pasni

First Pakistan-China Oceanographic Expedition to
Start at Makran offshore

Source: Geo
11th January 2018

Source: Pakistan Today
11th January 2018

QUETTA: Pakistan Coast Guards (PCG) foiled a bid to
smuggle narcotics in Pasni and seized 400kg narcotics.
According to a spokesman, PCG personnel, acting on a tip
off, recovered the narcotics from Albehar boat and arrested
ﬁve smugglers. The recovered drugs are said to be worth
Rs3.5 billion. Meanwhile, four people were also
apprehended after recovery of 300 grams crystal meth
from them during checking at Makran Coastal Highway.
The vehicle of arrested suspects was also impounded. The
arrested suspects were being further interrogated.

KARACHI: First China-Pakistan joint oceanographic
expedition in Makran offshore (Balochistan) area will
commence on January 13, and will continue for next 25
days. This is a major breakthrough in the advancement of
oceanographic research in the Arabian sea, said a press
release issued by National Institute of Oceanography
(NIO).
The expedition is expected to promote cooperation in
marine science and technology for coastal and marine
environmental and ecosystem protection as well as the
sustainable development of the coastal and ocean
resources. The Arabian sea is considered as a laboratory for
marine researchers as there a number of features that make

Pakistan Considering NATO Offer to Ship Afghan
Supplies through Gwadar Port
Source: Pakistan Today
11th January 2018

Pakistani ofﬁcials say the US-led NATO military
coalition in Afghanistan has offered to import vital supplies

through the southwestern port of Gwadar, calling it a much
shorter and economically viable route into landlocked
Afghanistan. Federal Minister for Maritime Affairs Hasil
Bizenjo said that NATO representatives proposed the idea
at a recent meeting he convened with local and
international business leaders. "They (NATO) are very
interested and we are working on it," Bizenjo told VOA in
an interview. The coalition of about 16,000 troops, known
as Resolute Support, mostly consists of Americans advising
and assisting Afghan forces in their battle against the
Taliban and other militant groups. The military mission is
dependent on ground lines of communication and air lines
of communication, known as GLOC and ALOC, through
Pakistan for receiving supplies.
Coastal Command Annual Efﬁciency Parade Held
at PNS Qasim
Source: Pakistan Today
12th January 2018

KARACHI: Pakistan Navy's coastal command annual
Efﬁciency Competition Parade was held on January 12 at
the PNS Qasim, Manora. The Vice Chief of the Naval Staff,
Vice Admiral Kaleem Shaukat was the chief guest on the
occasion, a statement issued by the directorate of public
relations of Pakistan Navy said. The Efﬁciency Competition
Parade is conducted annually by the coastal command of
Pakistan Navy to mark the achievements of its operational
year wherein the efﬁciency shields are awarded to the
selected units based on their achievements throughout the
year. Addressing the ofﬁcers, CPOs and sailors, the chief
guest highlighted that the coastal command of Pakistan
Navy had been entrusted with the onerous task of
safeguarding the coastal areas from Sir Creek to Jiwani,
under the challenging internal and external security
situation. He said that Pakistan Navy's coastal command
was fully geared up for the challenges of China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) and the operationalisation of
the Gwadar port. Taking stock of the overall security
situation, he highlighted that Pakistan Navy was fully
aware of the external as well as internal threats the country
is faced with. He said that as a result of the untiring
collective efforts of the nation during the last many years,
Pakistan has been able to eradicate the menace of terrorism
to a greater extent.
This effort, however, requires constant struggle and
Pakistan Navy was ready to defend the motherland from all
external and internal threats at all costs, he added. Earlier,
in his welcome address, the Commander Coast Rear
Admiral Moazzam Ilyas highlighted the operational
achievements of the coastal command and presented the
resume of activities undertaken during the year 2017. He
said that the coastal command besides operational
activities has actively participated in several major
exercises including Aman 2017, Burq-VII, Tahafuz-e-Sahil
and joint exercises with International Special Forces. Later,
the chief guest gave away efﬁciency shields to the units for
their overall best performance during the year 2017. The
ceremony was attended by a large number of senior naval

ofﬁcers, CPOs and sailors.
Pakistan Navy Ships Join
Celebrations of Mauritius

50th Independence

Source: The News
14th January 2018

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan Navy Task Group comprising
Pakistan Navy ships KHAIBAR and NASR during an
Overseas Deployment to East African Countries and Island
States of Indian Ocean Region (IOR) visited Port Louis
(Mauritius). PNS KHAIBAR is a Type-21 frigate and PNS
NASR is a combat support ship. The visit of PN ships was
aimed to promote peace and security in the region and also
to join the commencement of the 50th independence
celebrations of Mauritius. The period also signiﬁes the 50
years of diplomatic relations between Pakistan and
Mauritius. Due to signiﬁcance of the historic occasion,
Commander Pakistan Fleet, Rear Admiral Muhammad
Amjad Khan Niazi also joined Pakistan Navy Task Group at
Mauritius. During the visit, Commander Pakistan Fleet
along with Mission Commander Cdre Javaid Iqbal and
Commanding Ofﬁcers of PN ships held important meetings
with political and military leadership of Mauritius and
discussed matters of mutual interest and avenues for
enhanced cooperation. These included call on with H.E
Ameenah Gurib Fakim, President of Republic of Mauritius,
H.E Pravind Kumar Jugnauth, Prime Minister H.E Fazila
Dawreeawoo, Vice Prime Minister, Roubina JadoJaunbocus, Minister of Gender Equality, Child
Development & Family Welfare, Karl Mario Nobin, Police
Commissioner and Daniel Eric Clive Laurent, Lord Mayor
of Port Louis.
Taking the opportunity, ofﬁcers and men of PN Ships
visited Mauritius Coast Guard Training Centre while
ofﬁcers and men of Mauritius Coast Guard visited PN ships
to attend Maritime Interdiction Operations & Counter
Piracy workshop. A reception dinner was hosted onboard
PNS NASR to mark the 50th year of standing diplomatic
relations between both the countries, which were
established soon after gaining independence by Democratic
Republic of Mauritius. The dinner was attended by Vice
President, Vice Prime Minister, former President and
former Vice President of Mauritius, diplomats,
Government ofﬁcials, Pakistani community and other
notables from civil society. Pakistan and Mauritius enjoy
cordial relations founded on the common principles of
brotherhood, friendship and sovereign equality. Being
littoral states of Indian Ocean Region, both countries share
common maritime challenges. As an extension of
Government's foreign policy, Pakistan Navy continues
proactive endeavors to enhance maritime collaboration
with the Indian Ocean littoral states and this visit was also
a step in this direction. The visit of Pakistan Navy's Senior
Flag Ofﬁcer and Ships will certainly strengthen the existing
bonds of friendship between the two countries.

ACTIVITY AT KARACHI PORT (1-15 January 2018)
Date

Import in Tonnes

Export in Tonnes

Total

2-Jan-18
3-Jan-18
4-Jan-18
5-Jan-18
6-Jan-18
9-Jan-18
10-Jan-18
11-Jan-18
12-Jan-18
13-Jan-18
Fortnightly
Total

239,764
84,414
144,211
56,072
118,331
248,482
129,947
135,087
126,138
141,631
1,424,077

33,267
34,259
40,288
42,904
49,404
51,452
43,618
20,821
36,126
32,624
384,763

273,031
118,673
184,499
98,976
167,735
299,934
173,565
155,908
162,264
174,255
1,808,840

ACTIVITY AT PORT QASIM (1-15 January 2018)
Date

Import in Tonnes

Export in Tonnes

Total

2-Jan-18
3-Jan-18
4-Jan-18
5-Jan-18
6-Jan-18
9-Jan-18
10-Jan-18
11-Jan-18
12-Jan-18
13-Jan-18
Fortnightly Total

114,181
112,270
90,704
139,910
110,121
87,271
101,600
111,864
124,633
52,041
1,044,595

23,724
26,883
22,754
72,548
31,220
52,858
60,275
40,882
36,584
22,430
390,158

137,905
139,153
113,458
212,458
141,341
140,129
161,875
152,746
161,217
74,471
1,434,753

Source: Business Recorder

China
Develops
Underwater
Surveillance
Networks in Indian Ocean, South China Sea
Regional
Source: The Economic Times

China has developed a new underwater surveillance
network to help its submarines get a stronger lock on
targets while protecting the nation's interests along the
maritime Silk Road, which included the Indian Ocean, a
media report said today. The system, which has already
been launched, works by gathering information about the
underwater environment, particularly water temperature
and salinity, which the navy can then use to more
accurately track target vessels as well as improve
navigation and positioning, the Hong Kong-based South
China Morning Post reported.
The project, led by the South China Sea Institute of
Oceanology under the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS),
is part of an unprecedented military expansion fuelled by
Beijing's desire to challenge the US in the world's oceans,
the Post said. After years of construction and testing, the
new surveillance system was now in the hands of the navy,
which reported "good results", the oceanology institute said
in its latest brieﬁng in November, according to the report.
But China still has some way to go before it can compete
with the world's only true superpower, it said. The Chinese
system is based on a network of platforms buoys, surface
vessels, satellites and underwater gliders that gather data
from the South China Sea, and the Western Paciﬁc and
Indian oceans, the paper quoted the report by Oceanology
Institute. That information is then streamed to three
intelligence centres in the Paracel Islands in the South
China Sea, the southern province of Guangdong, and a
joint facility in South Asia where it is processed and
analysed, it said.
In recent years, China has stepped up naval expeditions
to the Indian Ocean to ﬁght the pirates in Gulf of Aden.
These expeditions included large naval ships accompanied
by submarines. China is silent about the reasons to deploy
submarines for anti-piracy operations. China is also
seeking to establish logistic bases in the Indian Ocean,
much to the chagrin of India. The ﬁrst such base was
opened by China in Djibouti last year and it acquired the
Hambantota port of Sri Lanka on 99 years lease for debt
swap and currently developing the Gwadar port in Pakistan
as part of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor.
Anti-Piracy Mission Helps China Develop its
Bluewater Navy
Regional
Source: Asia Times

China's 27th and 28th naval escort task forces have
recently completed their mission handover in the Gulf of
Aden. Anti-piracy operations by the People's Liberation

Army Navy (PLAN) have become a constant in the area.
And this has both immediate and long-term strategic
implications for Beijing's military projection away from its
traditional perimeter of action in East Asia. China started
patrolling waters off the Horn of Africa and the Somali
coast in 2008, marking the return of a robust Chinese navy
in the western Indian Ocean after nearly 600 years. These
counter-piracy activities have boosted the PLAN's ability to
deploy in the "far seas." Beijing is eager to improve
expeditionary capabilities of its naval forces. It has made
clear it is ready to protect its increasing overseas interests
and rights, particularly international routes vital to Chinese
trade and energy needs. The European Union's anti-piracy
mission in the Arabian Sea reports that at the peak of
Somali piracy in January 2011, pirates held 736 hostages
and 32 vessels. After efforts by the international
community, those ﬁgures were cut to zero in 2016. The
PLAN played a signiﬁcant role in this multilateral action
coordinated by the United Nations.
Since the beginning of its anti-piracy operation, the
PLAN has escorted more than 6,400 Chinese and foreign
ships, according to China Military, the PLA's ofﬁcial
English-language website. What's more, the Chinese navy
has so far prevented about 3,000 suspected pirate boats
from launching attacks, UN Secretary General Antonio
Guterres said in a report last October. A Chinese naval task
force in the Gulf of Aden generally consists of two guidedmissile frigates and a supply ship. These are supported by
two ship-based helicopters and 700 troops, including
dozens of Special Operations forces. To make a
comparison, the EU-led naval mission in the region
normally comprises about 1,200 personnel, four to six
surface combat vessels, a replenishment ship, some
embarked helicopters and two to three maritime patrol and
reconnaissance aircraft. The PLAN's anti-piracy operations
can now rely on China's ﬁrst overseas military base. Beijing
says the Djibouti outpost is only a logistics station. It will
have to support its escort, peacekeeping and humanitarian
activities in Africa and Western Asia. Djibouti is a tiny
nation in the Horn of Africa. Located at the entrance of the
Red Sea, it serves as a gateway between the Gulf of Aden
and the Suez Canal. This area is a key segment of China's
Maritime Silk Road, the sea-based leg of President Xi
Jinping's infrastructure plan to integrate East Asia with
Europe and Africa.
Foreign Submarine Enters Japan's Contiguous
Zone
Regional
Source: NHK World

Japan's Defense Ministry says a foreign submarine was
sailing underwater in the contiguous zone just outside
territorial waters in Okinawa Prefecture. Ministry ofﬁcials
say the submarine apparently belongs to the Chinese Navy,

as a Chinese frigate was spotted nearby. The ofﬁcials say a
Maritime Self-Defense Force vessel spotted a submarine
sailing underwater off Miyako Island in the southern
prefecture. They say the submarine continued to move
northwest and left the contiguous zone into the East China
Sea without resurfacing. The ofﬁcials say the submarine
again entered Japan's contiguous zone off Taisho Island of
the Senkaku Islands. International law requires
submarines to surface and hoist the national ﬂag when
navigating through territorial waters of other nations, but
not in contiguous zones. Also off Taisho Island, a Chinese
Navy frigate reportedly entered the contiguous zone twice.
The ofﬁcials say neither vessel entered Japanese
territorial waters. They say both left the contiguous zone on
11 january afternoon. The ministry is closely monitoring the
submarine's move and collecting information. Vice Foreign
Minister Shinsuke Sugiyama summoned Chinese
Ambassador Cheng Yonghua to lodge a protest. Sugiyama
expressed grave concern and stressed that China should
not stem the tide for improving Japan-China relations.
Nigeria to Boost Maritime Security
Global
Source: Xinhua

Nigeria is set to acquire strategic maritime safety and
security assets, including vessels, a top ofﬁcial with the
Nigerian Maritime Administration and Safety Agency
(NIMASA) said. The move is also in line with the total
spectrum of maritime security strategy, Dakuku Peterside,
the agency's director general told reporters in Lagos, noting
that this is in line with the recent approval by the Federal
Executive Council (FEC) in Abuja, Nigeria's capital.
Peterside announced the establishment of a Command
and Control Center as part of the maritime security
strategic initiative. "The four components of the initiative
are situational awareness, response capability, law
enforcement and local partnerships and regional
cooperation; which are the fulcrum upon which tackling
maritime crime will be built on," he added. According to
him, the implementation of NIMASA's maritime strategy,
in collaboration with the agency's partners, was a panacea
to piracy and maritime crime within Nigerian territorial
waters. He assured that NIMASA would continue to
collaborate with the military, especially the Nigerian Navy
and the Nigerian Air Force, among other partners, to make
Nigerian waterways safe and secure. The director-general
told reporters that the agency would not relax in its quest
to see the early passage of the Anti-Piracy Bill, the draft of
which the Federal Executive Council recently approved for
legislative action.
World’s Largest Nuclear Submarine Breaks the Ice
Global
Source: Maritime Quote

Earlier this week, the Severodvinsk-based naval
photographer Oleg Kuleshov captured Russia's only still
operating giant Typhoon submarine, the TK-208 «Dmitry

Donskoy» sailing out from Belomorskaya Naval Base in
Severodvinsk on the coast of the White Sea. What mission
the giant submarine is up to is not know to the public. On
Thursday, Oleg Kuleshov captured another nuclear missile
submarine breaking the mid-winter ice out from
Severodvinsk. Kuleshov runs a comprehensive blog-site
with news and photos of naval vessels and yards in Russia
and has granted permission to the Barents Observer to
republish the images.
«Dmitry Donskoy» was the launch vessel of the
Typhoon class and entered service armed with 20 nuclear
missiles in February 1982. Unlike the ﬁve other Typhoon
submarines, she still sails, but no longer armed with
nuclear missiles on alert. Since 2005, the submarine has
served as a test platform for new weapons, most known is
the Bulava missile now placed on the newest ballistic
missile submarines of the Russian navy; the Borei-class.
The 175 meter long submarine is powered by two 190
MWh nuclear reactors and became well-known to the
public in Scandinavia last summer when sailing from
Severdovinsk, via naval bases on the Kola Peninsula to St.
Petersburg participating in the celebration of the Russian
Navy Day.
Royal Australian Navy Seizes Illegal Drugs Worth
More Than $400 Million in Middle East
Global
Source: Mandarin

The Royal Australian Navy H-M-A-S Warramunga
seized almost eight tonnes of hashish and 69 kilograms of
heroin from three ships. The Commander of Australian
Forces in the Middle East, Major General John Frewen says
the operation will impact on the ﬂow of narcotics around
the world and the use of drug money to fund extremist
organisations. The operation was months in the making,
co-ordinated by the Combined Maritime Forces and
supported by Australian and Canadian staff. It's the largest
haul of hashish seized by an Australian ship in Middle East
maritime security operations.
RAN Awards Frigate Support Contract to NSM
Global
Source: Shephard Media

Naval Ship Management (NSM), a joint venture
between Babcock and UGL, has been awarded a ﬁve year
agreement to provide maintenance support services to the
Royal Australian Navy, Babcock announced on 3 January.
Under the agreement worth around AUD$200 million,
NSM will deliver engineering services for the sustainment
of the eight Anzac-class frigates as part of the long term
Australian Warship Asset Management Agreement
(WAMA).
The WAMA programme is a strategic partnership
between NSM, BAE Systems, Saab and the Australian
government designed to ensure the service life of the
frigates until at least 2031. The work will start in January

2018 and NSM will undertake the planning, scheduling,
management and execution of preventative and corrective
maintenance for the Anzac ﬂeet and its system support
facilities on the East and West Coast of Australia. NSM will
also be responsible for the delivery of maintenance,
including provision of an integrated schedule and elements
of logistics supply.
Archie Bethel, CEO, Babcock, said: 'I am delighted that
we have successfully achieved the next stage of the contract
to look after Australia's Anzac ﬂeet. Babcock has a long and
successful history of working with the Australian navy and
we look forward to continuing that relationship over the
next 14 years.'
French Naval Contract Award Could be GameChanger for Firm
Global
Source: Defense News

PARIS — Navigation, positioning and imaging ﬁrm
iXBlue has won a contract from Naval Group to supply
navigation systems for ﬁve French intermediate frigates, its
ﬁrst deal to equip a new warship for the county's Navy,
iXBlue said. "Responsible for the development of these
vessels, Naval Group has signed a contract with iXBlue for
the acquisition of Marins inertial navigation systems and
Netans data distribution and processing units to equip
these new generation frigates," iXBlue said in a statement.
Naval Group and iXBlue declined to give a value for the
deal. Naval Group held a competition, which attracted
three bidders, a Naval Group spokesman said. Naval Group
and iXBlue have collaborated on export contracts, but this
is the ﬁrst domestic deal with the naval systems company.
"This contract is the outcome of a longstanding
collaboration with Naval Group, with whom we are
working on several export programs," said Thomas Buret,
head of iXBlue's inertial systems and applications division.
"However, this the ﬁrst time that iXBlue systems have been
chosen by Naval Group to equip a new-built (sic) major
combat vessel for the French Navy." IXBlue won deals in
2016 to equip the British and German navies with its
Marins inertial navigation system, based on ﬁber-optic
gyroscope technology. The Netans system, while seeking to
address cybersecurity threats, will plug into the ship's
sensors to acquire, analyze, correlate and distribute data to
all onboard systems.
Naval Group is due to deliver the ﬁrst of the ﬁve 4,200 ton warships in 2023 under the €3.8 billion (U.S. $4.5
billion) FTI intermediate frigate program. The warship will
equip the French Navy, while Naval Group will pitch its
export version under the Belh@rra brand name. That name
refers to Belharra, a giant wave on the coast of the Basque
region, southwest France, and the unconventional
typography in the product name indicates the digital
technology designed into the warship.

Crew of Missing Argentine Submarine
Instantaneously After Explosion: Us

Died

Global
Source: Straits Times

BUENOS AIRES (BERNAMA) - An investigation by the
US naval ofﬁce into the disappearance of Argentinian
submarine ARA San Juan has revealed that the vessel
imploded and sank at a speed of between 10 and 13 knots,
killing all 44 crew immediately. "The acoustic signal that
originated... on Nov 15, 2017 was caused by the collapse
(implosion) of the pressure inside the ARA San Juan at a
depth of 388 metres, the energy that the collapse released
was equivalent to the explosion of 5,669 kilograms of TNT
(explosives)," the report reads.
The submarine disappeared from radars on Nov 15 and,
according to the US Ofﬁce of Naval Intelligence, the
acoustic signal that was detected that same day came from
the vessel. The report adds that under those conditions the
San Juan's hull was completely pulverised "in 40
milliseconds," so the crew did not suffer.
Joint Maneuvers of Ukrainian Naval Forces and
US Navy ship Conducted in Black Sea
Global
Source: Ukrinform

The Ukrainian Naval Forces and the U.S. Navy's Arleigh
Burke-class destroyer USS Carney (DDG64) have
conducted PASSEX-type training in the Black Sea, the
Ukrainian Defense Ministry reports. "The aim of these
maneuvers was to work out cooperation under NATO
standards and increase the interoperability. Following the
scenario, Ukrainian helicopters Ka-27pch and Ka-27pr
landed on the deck of the US destroyer," reads the report.
According to Acting Deputy Navy Commander Captain 2nd
Rank Andrii Kurylenko, the undergoing of such maneuvers
is "a good opportunity to get new knowledge and enhance
our professional skills cooperating with our foreign
partners". The U.S. Navy's Arleigh Burke-class destroyer
USS Carney (DDG64) arrived at the Ukrainian Port of
Odesa.
Indian Navy Decommissions INS Nirbhik, INS
Nirghat
Global
Source: The Economic Times

MUMBAI: Warships INS Nirbhik and INS Nirghat were
decommissioned here, after serving the Navy for 30 and 28
years respectively. The warships were decommissioned at a
solemn ceremony at the Naval Dockyard, a Defence
spokesperson said. The ceremony involved traditional
lowering of the ensign and commissioning pendants with
playing of 'Last Post'.

Oil Prices Expected to Keep Rising in 2018, But It
Could Be a Rocky Ride
Global
Source: Dow Jones

Oil prices are likely to continue climbing in 2018 on the
back of OPEC-led production cuts and a growing global
economy, industry executives and analysts say. But any
gains are expected to be kept in check by booming supplies
from the U.S. That means oil prices probably won't soar to
the $100-a-barrel level seen in 2014, but they also won't
plunge below $30 a barrel like early 2016. Instead, traders
expect prices to be volatile but in a tight range — much like
2017, when crude traded between roughly $45 and $67 a
barrel. A survey of 15 investment banks by The Wall Street
Journal estimates that Brent crude, the international oilprice gauge, will average $58 a barrel in 2018, up from an
average of $54 in 2017. The banks expect West Texas
Intermediate, the U.S. oil gauge, to average $54 a barrel in
2018, up from $51 in 2017. The predictions reﬂect an oil
market in recovery mode after an oil-price rout that cost
hundreds of thousands of jobs, strained the budgets of
producers and led to delays or cancellation for dozens of
multibillion-dollar projects.
In 2017 the market prices stabilized and more recently
began to climb, due largely to major exporters' production
cuts, synchronized global economic growth, rising
geopolitical tensions in the Middle East and worsening
prospects for the economy of big producer Venezuela. In
the most bullish scenario for 2018, in which demand grows
at around 1.6 million barrels a day, the oil market "should
be balanced within the year," said Giovanni Serio, head of
research at Vitol Group, the world's largest independent oil
trader. The production cuts led by the Organization of the
Petroleum Exporting Countries have already helped drain
tanks recently brimming with crude around the globe. In
October, industry stockpiles in the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development, a group of some
of the biggest developed countries, fell to their lowest level
since July 2015, according to the International Energy
Agency, a market monitor.
Strong demand for crude, driven by a rare spurt of
synchronized global growth, also has been underpinning
the market rebalancing. All 45 countries monitored by the
OECD were recently on track to grow in 2017. That
phenomenon has only occurred three times in the past 50
years, according to the OECD. Oil demand "is a lot higher
than what we are used to, even the low end of [the
expected] range is maybe nearly twice as big as what we
used to see before the 2014 price decline," Vitol's Mr. Serio
said.
A number of obstacles remain on oil's upwards path:
Higher prices could cause the OPEC production deal to
collapse as producers try to cash in on higher prices by

releasing more output. Some non-OPEC producers which
aren't part of the agreement, like Canada and Brazil, are
expected to pump more crude in 2018. And higher prices
lately have led many U.S. drillers to boost activity. "This
market will not stand still," analysts at Barclays said in a
December report.
Over the past quarter, U.S. producers have been locking
in oil prices for their 2018 production. The so-called hedge
ratio, which measures the amount of production for which
prices have been locked in, jumped to 27% from the
previous quarter's 12%, the highest level since 2014,
according to Citigroup. U.S. output is expected to rise to 10
million barrels a day in 2018, up 800,000 barrels a day
from this 2017 and the highest annual average production
on record, according to U.S. government estimates.
Coal to Retain Dominance of Energy Mix in Asia
Regional
Source: Philippine Daily Inquirer

Coal-ﬁred power projects are expected in the next two
decades to maintain dominance in the energy markets of
emerging economies in Asia despite tighter regulations and
decreasing appetite among European ﬁnanciers. According
to UK-based consultancy Wood Mackenzie, emerging
markets in Asia are expected to attract a total of $250
billion worth of investments in coal-ﬁred power over the
next decade. This is Wood Mackenzie's projection despite
strong headwinds amid more stringent regulations against
coal and ﬁrmer commitments toward tighter controls on
greenhouse gas emission.
In the Philippines, Congress has moved to raise the tax
on coal from P10 per metric ton to P50 per ton this year,
P100 per ton in 2019 and P150 per ton in 2020—a move
seen to discourage investments on coal-ﬁred projects. The
company noted that ﬁnancing institutions in Europe —
banks as well as export credit agencies or ECAs—had
increasingly shown aversion to investing in coal power
projects over the past year. "This could impact Asia since
we expect growth in power demand through to 2035, and
this calls for new power capacity, including coal-ﬁred
ones," the company said in a commentary. Wood
Mackenzie believes coal-ﬁred power will remain dominant
in the region as electricity demand in Southeast Asia is
expected to grow at about 4.6 percent yearly. The company
also observed that the power grid infrastructure in many
markets of emerging Asia was "inefﬁcient, weak and
susceptible to blackouts."
"Improving grid accessibility, robustness and
interconnectivity will take years or decades of effort and
require a huge amount of investment," Wood Mackenzie
said."With these considerations in mind, we project Asia's
coal power capacity investment opportunity to top $250
billion over the next decade," the company said. Wood

Mackenzie believes that export and import banks as well as
private-sector banks in Asia will provide continued support
for coal-ﬁred investments. "In addition, we notice banks
are still interested in ﬁnancing projects that meet efﬁciency
standards," the ﬁrm said. "The effects of the tightening
ﬁnancing terms from ECAs also tend to be milder for
emerging markets in Asia." "(They) also make exceptions
for markets such as Indonesia, Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar,
the Philippines, and South Asian and Central Asian
countries because they are classiﬁed as low national
electriﬁcation rate countries per the IEA criteria," it added.
China’s Portside Iron Ore Widens Discount to
Seaborne
Regional
Source: Argus

Portside prices of high-grade, mainstream iron ore ﬁnes
in China have stayed at a sharp discount to seaborne ﬁnes
since 8 December, after holding at a premium for most of
last year. The Argus PCX price for 62pc portside ﬁnes
reached its widest ever discount to the Argus ICX price for
62pc imported ﬁnes, at $4.50/t, on 15 December and again
on 8 January. The PCX was at a discount of $3.85/t to the
ICX yesterday. Argus started daily assessments of portside
PB ﬁnes, Newman ﬁnes, BRBF ﬁnes and SSF ﬁnes prices
and began publishing the PCX index on 4 September 2017.
Argus had previously assessed prices of PB ﬁnes and Yandi
ﬁnes on a weekly basis since 2014.
The seaborne-equivalent price of high-grade portside
ﬁnes, such as PB ﬁnes, had been at a premium to seaborne
ﬁnes for most of 2017, as mills preferred to buy smaller lots
from yuan-denominated portside markets rather than
larger seaborne cargoes. Portside stocks remained high
through the year, relieving mills' concerns about
availability. China's portside iron ore stocks increased by
28pc in 2017, to 147mn t at the end of the year. The PCX
was at a premium to the ICX from 4 September to 3
November, its longest such streak. The PCX was then
mostly at a modest discount to the ICX of $0.20-1.80/t
until 7 December, although it occasionally moved to a
premium to seaborne ﬁnes. The discount of the PCX to the
ICX has since ranged from $1.75-4.50/t, indicating a
pronounced preference for seaborne cargoes. China has cut
pig iron output by 50pc from 15 November to 15 March,
sharply reducing near-term demand for iron ore. The
China Steel Logistics Professionals Committee expects the
winter restrictions to result in a total loss of 30mn t of
crude steel output. Steel demand has also begun to slow
down in line with falling prices and proﬁt margins, as
construction activity in north China halts for the winter.
Mills typically buy small lots of 2,000-30,000t from
portside markets to meet immediate needs, so buying has
slowed during the winter months.
But mills and trading ﬁrms have stepped up stockpiling
of iron ore for the week-long lunar new year holidays
beginning 15 February, as well as the following period.
Steel demand is expected to spike after the holidays as
construction restarts in the spring. The lifting of the winter

output restrictions on 16 March will also boost iron ore
demand. Mills have been booking January and February
delivery cargoes of high-grade, 62pc basis ﬁnes, mostly PB
ﬁnes and Newman ﬁnes, to avoid being caught short of
stocks when steel demand revives and output is cranked
up. Some market participants are looking to build 30-60
days of iron ore stocks, instead of the typical 25-27 days, to
ensure sufﬁcient raw material availability in the ﬁrst
quarter of 2018.
Portside traders are concerned about the sharp
discounts to seaborne ﬁnes, as they face losses of up to $34/t if the trend continues into February. Traders that
bought January-delivery cargoes are ﬁnding it tough to
reduce portside prices, despite weak demand, as they try to
avoid making losses. But seaborne iron prices are inching
closer to strong resistance at $80/t — the ICX was assessed
at $79.10/t yesterday — meaning prices are likely to either
post only muted gains, or even undergo a short-term
correction.
Shipping Corp of India Sells Crude Oil Veteran
Regional
Source: World Maritime News

Shipping Corporation of India has started the new
calendar year with "out with the old and in with the new"
motto. Namely, the company sold its 1999-built crude oil
carrier M.T. AK Azad, the company said in a regulatory
ﬁling. As disclosed, the ship was sold for further trading on
"as is where is" basis. The Indian-ﬂagged tanker features
92,687 in dwt and 51,793 in gross tonnage. The move is
part of the company's ﬂeet modernization drive as the
Shipping Corporation of India cut the age of its ﬂeet by
almost a half, as disclosed in March 2017. The ﬂeet
rejuvenation was ordered by India's standing
parliamentary committee on transport in 2016 after the
shipowner ﬁnally returned to the black having struggled
with ﬁnancial loses for quite some time. The ﬂeet overhaul
continued last year as well, as the company disposed of
1994-built oil tanker M.T. B.C. Chatterjee and two
containerships, the 1994-built Rajiv Gandhi and 1993-built
Indira Gandhi. On the other hand, two ships were added to
the ﬂeet, the 2001-built LPG tanker Nanda Devi and
offshore supply ship SCI Saraswati. Based on the
company's website data from December 1st 2017, the
company's ﬂeet was comprised of 69 ships totaling in over
60 million dwt.
Asian Clean Freight Rates Under Pressure
Regional
Source: Argus

Earnings for 50,000-90,000t long-range (LR) clean oil
product tankers the east-of-Suez market may struggle to
post growth or even decline in 2018, pressured by rising
tonnage availability and uncertainty over supplies of key
product naphtha. Naphtha accounts for easily the largest
volume of clean product shipments from the Mideast Gulf
to Asia-Paciﬁc. Shipments on the route received a boost in
the fourth quarter of 2017, after reﬁnery outages in

northwest Europe and the impact of Hurricane Harvey in
the US disrupted supplies of clean products from those
regions to Asia-Paciﬁc, and instead boosted demand for
naphtha shipments on the typical Mideast Gulf to Japan
route.
But LR tanker earnings still face downward pressure, as
Asia-Paciﬁc petrochemical producers look to optimise their
use of naphtha against alternative feedstocks such as
condensate and LPG. Chartering rates for 55,000t LR1 and
75,000t LR2 tankers have weakened this year, while rising
bunker prices have also eroded earnings for shipowners.
And vessel deliveries have risen, with about 34 LR2 and 13
LR1 vessels reaching the market in January-September,
compared with 32 and 16 respectively in 2016 as a whole,
according to brokerage Banchero Costa. Deliveries of
several newly built tankers are likely to be postponed to
2018, keeping pressure on freight rates.
Naphtha consumption in Asia is likely to continue to
support demand for LRs in the east of Suez market in 2018,
consultant Drewry says. But rising oil prices could lead to
more substitution of LPG for naphtha as a petrochemical
feedstock, reducing naphtha shipment volumes. LR freight
rates have performed strongly over the past two years and
the LR ﬂeet is likely to expand by about 4.5pc in 2018,
which could curb the outlook for rates, says Drewry's lead
shipping analyst Rajesh Verma. And expected weakness in
the crude tanker market will lead to additional tonnage
inﬂows, as coated tankers switch back to the clean product
sector.
Spot naphtha supplies are expected to be tight in the
ﬁrst quarter of 2018 because of reﬁnery turnarounds in the
Mideast Gulf. ExxonMobil and state-owned Saudi
Aramco's Samref joint-venture 400,000 b/d Yanbu
reﬁnery, the Satorp joint venture between Total and
Aramco and the Shell-Aramco Sasref joint-venture's
305,000 b/d reﬁnery at Jubail are scheduled to have
turnarounds during the ﬁrst quarter.
Kuwait's spot product exports are expected to fall
because of planned turnarounds at the 270,000 b/d Mina
Abdullah and 466,000 b/d Mina al-Ahmadi reﬁneries in
March-April and April-May respectively. Crude distillation
units at both reﬁneries could be affected, said market
participants, although the turnaround plans could not be
conﬁrmed with state-owned operator KNPC. Kuwait is a
major exporter of naphtha and has been boosting its
exports to Japan. It shipped about 1.5mn t (47,000 b/d) in
January-September 2017, about 45pc higher than the same
period a year earlier. One bright spot for LR tankers could
be a recovery in Europe's imports of middle distillates,
especially gasoil, in 2018. This could revive arbitragedriven, long-haul shipments from east of Suez to Europe
and trim tonnage availability in the Middle East, lifting
freight rates from the Mideast Gulf to Japan as a result.

Global LNG-Spot Prices Steady Above 3-Year Highs
as Cold Spurs Buying
Regional
Source: Reuters

Asian spot LNG prices held above three-year highs on
2nd January as cold temperatures across Japan and
continued strong demand from Chinese importers buoyed
the market. Spot prices LNG-AS for February delivery
steadied at $11.20 per million British thermal units
(mmBtu). Japanese utilities have been actively buying
cargoes in recent weeks as cold weather sweeping the
country has fuelled demand for replenishing depleted
stocks. Although long-range forecasts for Japan signal a
return to normal for the coming few weeks, temperatures
are seen to plunge well below normal in the South Korean
capital Seoul which is expected to add to pre-existing
demand, traders and analysts said.
China, which surpassed South Korea as the world's
second-biggest LNG importer, continues to attract spot
cargoes following rapid consumption growth in 2017 when
imports grew 48.4 percent. China's rapid shift to gas from
coal this year has squeezed domestic grids and led to
supply shortages as well as price spikes, prompting the
central government to roll back some restrictions on coal
use in a bid to ease the gas supply crunch.
On the supply side, Australia's Wheatstone export
facility returned from more than a month-long shutdown
with the Asia Excellence tanker currently loading at the
port, and two more vessels due at the port in early January.
Exports from the Gorgon plant in western Australia picked
up this week after a production unit at the facility likely
resumed output on Dec. 25. Furthermore, Indonesia's
Bontang LNG put 11 cargoes up for sale between February
and December via a tender which closes on Jan. 8. New
supplies are also emerging from Russia's new Yamal LNG
project in the Arctic. The ﬁrst shipment aboard the
Christoph de Margerie arrived at Britain's Isle of Grain
terminal and, in line with long-standing expectations, is
currently being re-exported using the Gaselys tanker for
onward delivery. The ice-class tankers carrying volumes
from Yamal cannot stray too far from the plant due to rigid
shipping schedules and therefore must deposit cargoes at
north-west European terminals in winter, where standard
vessels can pick them up for delivery to Asia or other
premium markets. The second shipment from Yamal
aboard the Boris Vilkitsky dropped off its cargo at the Gate
terminal in the Netherlands and has since been reexported.
Euro Zone Factory Growth Surges to Record; More
Uneven in Asia
Regional
Source: Reuters

LONDON/HONG KONG - Euro zone factories ended
2017 growing at their fastest pace in more than two
decades while performance in Asia was more uneven, with
its third-largest economy India leading the ﬁeld and

manufacturing giant China unexpectedly resilient. With a
similar business survey covering the United States forecast
to be strong, the synchronized global growth that took hold
last year looks set to continue based on the ﬁrst major
economic data releases of 2018. Euro zone factory activity
is handily outpacing its peers, including Britain. That has
added to expectations that the European Central Bank,
which this month will halve its monthly bond purchases,
will shutter the program later this year. "The euro zone
manufacturing boom gained further momentum in
December, rounding off the best year on record and setting
the scene for a strong start to 2018," said Chris Williamson,
chief business economist at IHS Markit, which compiles
the surveys.
The December euro zone ﬁnal manufacturing
Purchasing Managers' Index (PMI) was 60.6, matching an
earlier preliminary reading, the highest since the survey
began in June 1997. Any ﬁgure above 50 represents
growth. The euro rose to a three-month high above $1.20.
The factory output index, which feeds into a broader set of
data including services due on Thursday, rose to 62.2 from
61.0 in November. That was its highest in over 17 years and
a reading exceeded only once in the survey's more than two
decades of history.
Germany and France, the euro zone's two largest
economies look to be expanding in tandem, striking their
highest manufacturing PMI numbers on record and for 17
years, respectively. But growth slowed in Italy, the bloc's
third largest economy. In Britain, which is in the process of
negotiating a withdrawal from the European Union, growth
tailed off sharply from a four-year high the previous month.
"Strong growth will be hard to sustain in 2018," noted
Samuel Tombs, UK economist at consultancy Pantheon
Macroeconomics. He pointed out that the UK PMI had
underperformed the euro zone's by the most since June
2008.
China's Thermal Coal Prices Fall on Easing Import
Curbs
Regional
Source: Reuters

China has eased restrictions on coal imports by
quickening the customs clearing process, sources in the
trade and at utilities said, dampening record high prices as
cheaper foreign supply lands at ports. The country
tightened imports by banning small ports from receiving
foreign coal cargoes and delaying the process of issuing
quality reports for imports from July 1. Traders said it took
as many as 40 days to clear customs compared with one to
two weeks previously. Prices of the most-active thermal
coal futures have fallen more than 5 percent from a record
high of 641 yuan ($98.77) per ton hit on Dec. 18. Sources
said authorities at major coal import hubs have shortened
the time it has taken to issue a quality inspection report for
foreign coal cargoes and have cut random checks since late
December.

China's Steel Output Rises, Prices Pick Up
Regional
Source: Xinhua

China's steel output continued to grow, with prices
picking up as global recovery and a ﬁrming domestic
economy combined to drive up demand, according to data
from the National Development and Reform Commission
(NDRC). The steel price index came in at 116.62 in
November, up 0.92 percentage point from the previous
month, the NDRC said in an online report. In the ﬁrst 11
months of 2017, crude steel production went up 5.7 percent
year on year to 764.8 million tonnes, according to the
NDRC. The rising output came against the backdrop of the
government's persistent efforts to cut overcapacity in the
bloated sector. Last year, China accomplished its plans to
slash steel production capacity by around 50 million
tonnes. A report from the China Metallurgical Industry
Planning and Research Institute predicted China's crude
steel output at 832 million tonnes last year. This year,
China's crude steel output is likely to edge up 0.7 percent to
838 million tonnes, according to the report.
Asian Coal Prices Hit Late 2016 High Amid Huge
Shipping Congestion
Regional
Source: Reuters

Asian benchmark thermal coal prices have pushed to
their highest levels since 2016, fueled by demand in China
and loading delays in Indonesia that have ramped up
shipping congestion outside major coal ports. Spot cargo
prices for Australian Newcastle coal have risen nearly 15
percent from lows in late November after China loosened
import restrictions to help meet a winter fuel shortage.
"The reason behind relaxing the restrictions was to ensure
coal supplies at utilities, as some coal-ﬁred power plants in
eastern regions have been operating with minimum coal
inventories," said Zhang Xiaojin, coal analyst at Everbright
Futures.
Malaysia's West ports 2017 Volume Falls 10.5pc to
9 Million TEU
Regional
Source: Seanews

MALAYSIA's Westports has announced that annual
container throughput for 2017 declined 10.5 per cent year
on year to nine million TEU, ending two years of recordbreaking volumes. The drop in volumes was attributed to
the realignments of mega shipping line alliances. The
contraction in volume was earlier ﬂagged by the port
operator at its second quarter results brieﬁng and is in line
with its expectations. 'The result is within the volume
guidance of being lower by between seven and 12 per cent
when compared to the previous year,' Westports said,
reported Colchester's Seatrade Maritime News.

Shanghai Port Sets World Box Volume Record
Regional
Source: World Maritime News

Container throughput at China's Port of Shanghai
surpassed 40 million TEUs in 2017, the country's news
agency Xinhua reported. With this number, the port is
believed to have broken an existing annual world record.
The Port of Shanghai has been the world's busiest port
since 2010 when it surpassed the Port of Singapore in
terms of annual container trafﬁc, according to World
Container Trafﬁc Data provided by the International
Association of Ports and Harbours. Belonging to the
world's top 20 container ports, Shanghai Port had a growth
rate of 142 percent in a ten-year period between 2007 and
2016.
In 2016, Shanghai Port reported container volumes of
37.1 million TEUs, a 1.6 percent increase compared to 36.5
million TEUs seen in 2015. The port started container
operations four decades ago, in 1978, recording a
throughput of 7,951 TEUs. Last month, the port launched
trial operations at its brand new automated container
terminal, described as the world's largest unmanned box
terminal. The terminal at Shanghai Yangshan Deep Water
Port kick-started test operations on December 10. With the
new terminal, which is expected to handle 4 million TEUs
on an annual basis, the port wants to position itself as an
international shipping hub.
Renewing Oil Tankers Fleet a 'Must’ for Iran
Regional
Source: MNA

The collision of an Iranian oil tanker with a Chinese
freight vessel has been at the top of news headlines in many
energy news agencies this week. This is the second incident
of this kind involving an Iranian tanker, which begs for a
modernization of Iran's oil tankers ﬂeet. Carrying 136,000
tons of gas condensate, the Iranian tanker collided with the
Chinese vessel on its way to South Korea on January 7.
This is the second incident of this kind involving an
Iranian tanker. In August 2016, also an Iranian super
tanker collided with a Swiss container vessel in Singapore
strait. In Singapore incident luckily no injuries or major
pollution were reported, but this time the Iranian vessel's
crew weren't that lucky; 32 crew members, including 30
Iranians and two Bangladeshis, have gone missing after
two vessels collided off China's east coast.
Hearing about two such incidents with a less-than-ayear interval, one can't help but to wonder what is causing
such tragic accidents involving Iranian oil tankers.

According to international standards, the maximum age
of an oil tanker for staying operational is about 15 to 20
years (if it is of high quality). The National Tanker
Company should be considering the fact that in the coming
years, part of the ﬂeet would inevitably collapse (hopefully
not in another incident) and the company needs a strategic
plan to modernize the ﬂeet.
Earlier in December 2016, NITC's Director of Fleet
Operations Akbar Jebel Ameli had emphasized the need for
modernizing the country's oil tanker ﬂeet saying that four
vessels have been already put out of operation. "NITC is
looking at options to place its ﬁrst orders for new very large
crude carriers (VLCCs) in post-sanction era, as it plans to
renew its existing ﬂeet," he said. According to the ofﬁcial,
any new contracts would be to replace its current vessels,
rather than adding new deadweight tons (dwt), Shana news
agency reported. Since the implementation of the nuclear
deal in January 2016, Iran has taken some steps for
renewing its shipping ﬂeet, but so far the results have not
been impressive. Considering the country's oil ﬂeet
condition and NITC's claims and actions, it seems that Iran
needs to speed up its paces toward modernization of the oil
tanker ﬂeet, otherwise we will be witnessing yet another
Iranian-vessel-involved incident in near future.
China Leads in Global Shipbuilding Industry in
2017
Regional
Source: CCTVPlus

China's shipbuilding industry ranked ﬁrst in the world
in 2017, according to a report recently released by the
world's largest shipbroking and integrated shipping
services provider. Data released by the British shipbuilding
analysis agency Clarkson Research Services shows that in
2017, China took the ﬁrst place in three indexes measuring
the development and capacity of a country's shipbuilding
industry: the completion of ships, new orders, and volume
of holding orders. "The completion rate reached 41 percent
[of the global market], while the volume of new orders
came to 42.4 percent, and our holding orders accounted for
44 percent. I should say that it's not easy to achieve such a
level in this difﬁcult situation," said Guo Dacheng,
chairman of China Association of the National Shipbuilding
Industry.
From the 1950s to the beginning of the 21st century, the
three indexes had been topped by Japan or South Korea. In
2010, China exceeded South Korea and ranked ﬁrst in the
world. The record was kept for years until China was
surpassed by South Korea in the completion in 2016 and
ranked second. Among the three indexes, the volume of
new orders is the most noticeable. The new order China
received in 2017 saw a year-on-year growth or nearly 30
percent. The increase reﬂects an improvement of the

quality of China's shipbuilding industry. For example,
currently the largest container vessel ever built is the OOCL
Hong Kong, which can carry 21,000 containers. And the
record is going to be broken by China as the country has
received an order of 22,000 twenty-foot-equivalent-units
container vessels.
"It's a process from quantitative change to qualitative
change. In the past we imitated and followed others, now
we are at the same pace with the entire market. Generally
speaking, ship-owners always want their ships to carry
more goods with less fuel consumption, so that the
operation cost can be reduced to the minimum. So there is
no 'best ship type', but only 'the most suitable ship type'
according to their needs," said Yu Lai, deputy director of
the department of civil ships at MARIC. Shipbuilders in
China have been developing not only productions with high
value-added, but also advanced customization service for
the customers.
For instance, China has successfully delivered the
world's ﬁrst 33,800-ton smart ship approved by UK's
Lloyd's Register of Shipping, as well as the world largest
38,000-cubic meter ethylene tanker, and an offshore ocean
farming facility with the largest individual space and the
highest automation level at present.
Ships Demolition Market in 2017: Bigger Ships Got
Scrapped at Higher Prices, with Tankers the
Preferred Candidates
Regional
Source: Hellenic Shipping News

Four times more tankers were sold for demolition
during 2017, as the market "goblins" trigerred more scrap
sales. Meanwhile, as shipbrokers report last week, the
freight market revival of the dry bulk and container
segments, meant that there were less demolition
candidates to emerge from these sectors.
According to the latest report from shipbroker Clarkson
Platou Hellas, "with the shipping world looking healthier
than recent years and freight markets recovering in the Dry
and Container sectors, the recycling markets supply of
tonnage has been signiﬁcantly cut by around 20% this year.
The saving grace has been the struggling Tanker sector
which has contributed about 10.7m dwt of tonnage which is
four times as much as last year where only 2.5m dwt of wet
tonnage headed to the recycling yards and being one third
of the overall 34.0m total dwt in the market", said the
shipbroker. However, it added that "with Pakistan still
being unable to import tankers all year, recyclers from this
destination had to be aggressive in purchasing the
alternative units such as bulkers and containers and have
produced some of the highest prices seen for several years.
The Gadani recyclers have set the pace all year and blew its
rivals out the water for any market dry tonnage. The main
importers of tanker units has been the Bangladeshi
recyclers who have once again had a busy year acquiring
the majority of wet tonnage that has been for sale and
especially being active in the VLCC/FPSO sector taking the

14 that were sold for recycling this year, the highest seen
since 2013 when 17 headed for the recycling yards",
Clarkson Platou Hellas noted. It went on to mention that
"as ever, India continues to progress at an impressive rate
in improving the standards of their recycling yards as more
green yards are being HKC ratiﬁed with focus by the
Government to implement Green recycling throughout the
Alang shoreline with permeable concrete ﬂooring one of
the stringent necessities. It has been another impressive
year for Turkey, where it has been busy in purchasing a
large volume of units again across all sectors as it also
broke through the 300/$ldt ceiling as it made substantial
gains from last year. Also as with all yards in Aliaga being
fully ratiﬁed by the HK convention, it will most likely
continue to be an attractive option for Owners who wish to
sell to Green yards and still obtain a strong price,
particularly for tonnage completing in the Mediterranean.
China has remained quiet throughout the year and this has
meant that several yards have unfortunately closed. The
end of the subsidies imposed by the Government 4 years
ago is coming to an end this year and it will be interesting
to see how recyclers react next year and whether they will
now start to compete with the Indian subcontinent", the
shipbroker concluded.
Meanwhile, in a separate note, Allied Shipbroking said
that "with the year coming to a close, and with a clear
picture having now emerged over the full year ﬁgures for
activity in the ship recycling market, it is a good time to
take a small review. The market witnessed a considerable
recovery in terms of scrap prices, with 2016 having been a
year of relative lows in the market, 2017 witnessed a
rejuvenated market demand, while the relatively slower
ﬂow of demo candidates coming to market helped keep
competition amongst breakers alive and kicking.
In terms of activity, things were considerably slower,
and the lowest volume seen in over 5 years. However, in
terms of LDT, the total number is relatively high, especially
when comparing with that of 2015 and 2014. This
immediately leaves us with the fact, that this year we saw
an enhanced number of demo candidates in the bigger
sized vessel segments. This could also be translated as one
of the main culprits for the huge jump in scrap prices,
compared against previous year. Given the improved
sentiment now held with regards to shipping markets
overall and the stronger demand being seen for scrap steel,
we could well see a fairly ﬁrm ship recycling market evolve
during 2018 in terms of scrap prices", Allied concluded.
Port of Amsterdam Tariffs to Rise 1.11% in 2018
Global
Source: Port of Amsterdam

With the approval of the port business organisation
ORAM, Port of Amsterdam has decided to increase its port
tariffs by 1.11% in 2018. When setting this ﬁgure, account is
taken of the level of tariffs in the other ports in the
Amsterdam-Rotterdam-Antwerp (ARA) region as well as
inﬂation. Port dues are the fees charged for using the
facilities of a port and are paid by visiting ships, both sea-

going and inland. After income from ground leases, this
represents the most important source of income for Port of
Amsterdam. Since 2013, it has been normal practice that
Port of Amsterdam consults the market in setting these
tariffs. The increase in tariffs at Amsterdam is in line with
developments in previous years.
Oman Gets Funding from Saudi Arabia to Develop
Duqm Port
Global
Source: World Maritime News Staff

Saudi Arabia is to provide USD 201 million grant to
Oman that will be used for two development projects at the
Port of Duqm, Kuwait News Agency (KUNA) reported. As
informed, the Saudi Fund for Development and the Omani
government have signed two memoranda of understanding
(MOUs) for ﬁnancing the projects. The ﬁrst grant, worth
OMR 20 million (USD 51.8 million) will be used for
ﬁnancing a road from the middle to the south of A'Duqm
city. With the second funding, amounting to OMR 61
million (USD 158.2 million), Oman intends to ﬁnance the
ﬁshing harbor in Duqm. Darwish al-Balushi, Omani
Minister of Finance explained that the grants will help
develop the Special Economic Zone in Duqm (SEZD) and
increase the capacity of the ﬁshing harbor.
The funding is part of developing economic cooperation
between Saudi Arabia and Oman and the joint program for
the development of Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) states.
Under its development plan, the Port of Duqm, located on
the southeastern seabed of Oman, is poised to become an
integrated center for multimodal logistics services. The
Port of Duqm is managed by Port Duqm Company SAOG, a
joint venture between the Omani government and
Belgium's Port of Antwerp.
DryShips Adds Fourth VLGC to its Fleet
Global
Source: World Maritime News Staff

Seabourn Ovation is scheduled for delivery from
Fincantieri in May. The 40,350 gross ton cruise ship, being
built for Seabourn Cruise Line, was launched at Sestri yard
in Genoa in September 2017. Mein Schiff 1, a nextgeneration cruise ship built for German cruise line TUI
Cruises, will be delivered by Meyer Turku in May as well.
MSC Seaview, owned by MSC Cruises, is set to come
into service in June 2018. It is the second of two identical
ships in the Seaside generation. The ship, ﬂoated out in
August 2017, will have the capacity to accommodate 5,429
passengers. Ponant's Le Lapérouse's delivery is also booked
for June, followed by the delivery of Le Champlain in
August. July is reserved for the delivery of Viking Orion
from Fincantieri. Hurtigruten's hybrid-powered cruise ship
MS Roald Amundsen is set to debut in August, together
with Scenic Eclipse, which is being built by Uljanik. Star
Clipper's Flying Clipper, a full-rigged sailing ship, launched
at Croatian shipyard Brodosplit on June 10, is scheduled
for completion in the third quarter of the year.

Greek drybulk shipping ﬁrm DryShips has taken
delivery of its fourth very large gas carrier (VLGC)
newbuilding. Capable of carrying liqueﬁed petroleum gas
(LPG), the high speciﬁcation ship will be employed under a
time charter on a ﬁxed rate with ten years ﬁrm duration to
an oil major trading company. DryShips informed that it
expects a total gross backlog associated with this time
charter of up to USD 103.8 million. With this vessel, the
company has taken delivery of all of the 17 ships it acquired
since the beginning of 2017.
In January 2017, DryShips enter into a "zero cost"
option agreement to purchase up to four high speciﬁcations
VLGCs, which were under construction at South Korean
shipyard Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI). The ships in
question were bought at a price of USD 83.5 million per
unit. The acquisition was ﬁnanced by using cash on hand,
DryShips' undrawn liquidity under the new Sifnos revolver
and proceeds from its issuer managed equity transaction.
Roundup of Cruise Ships Set for Delivery in 2018
Global
Source: World Maritime News Staff

2018 will be another busy year for builders of cruise
ships as 16 ships are earmarked for completion and
delivery to their owners this year. The ﬁrst two months of
the year are reserved for ﬁnishing touches, however, in
March Fincantieri-built Carnival Horizon will open the
delivery season. Carnival Horizon was launched at
Fincantieri's Marghera shipyard on May 10, 2017.
Featuring 133,500 gross tons and a length of 323 meters,
the new cruise ship will be able to accommodate more than
6,400 people onboard, including the staff. Royal
Caribbean's Symphony of the Seas will follow suit in April.
The newest member of Royal Caribbean International's
Oasis class of ships was ﬂoated out of its dry dock at STX
France shipyard to begin the next phase of interior
construction in June 2017. Norwegian Bliss is scheduled
for delivery from German Meyer Werft in April 2018 as
well, based on the yard's schedule. The third ship in the
Breakaway-Plus class, Norwegian Bliss will accommodate
4,000 guests and will be the first cruise ship custom built
for the Alaska cruise experience, according to Norwegian
Cruise Line.
LNG to Drive Arctic Shipping Development
Global
Source: Port News

Liqueﬁed natural gas is becoming the key driver for the
development of the Arctic and Arctic shipping, both in
Russia and in the USA. The USA is going to boost LNG
production. For that purpose regasiﬁcation terminals are
being converted for gas liquefaction. Alaska authorities
approved the expansion of the Point Thomson project
(LNG production, Point Thomson reservoir, Alaska's North
Slope). According to analysts, annual LNG production
under the project will reach about 20 mln t by 2020-ies.
Just like Russia's project Yamal LNG, the Alaska LNG

project involves Chinese capital. The Russian Federation
and the USA ﬁled a joint note to the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) in December 2017. The two countries
suggest designating in the Bering Strait and at the
approaches two-way shipping lanes open for free passage
of vessels ﬂying the ﬂag of any state. In particular, it is
suggested to arrange the trafﬁc of ships sailing in the
Bering Strait and between the coasts of Russia and the USA
in the Bering Sea so that to decrease the risk of collision by
separating opposite-direction ﬂows and to prevent/reduce
the risk of pollution or other damage to marine
environment.
The designation of two-way routes will ensure
availability of free, internationally recognized corridors for
vessels sailing across the Bering Strait in the interests of
the Russian Federation despite any shifts in foreign policy
of the USA. "According to preliminary estimates, shipping
lanes in the Bering Strait can obtain a legal status before
the end of 2018", Vitaly Klyuyev, Director of RF Transport
Ministry's Department of State Policy for Maritime and
River Transport, told IAA PortNews. So, the growth of LNG
production in the USA will contribute to cooperation of the
two countries in the sphere of Arctic shipping despite
sanctions.
UK'S Major Shipbuilders on 'Red Alert' as They
Await News of MoD Contracts
Global
Source: The Packet

All of the UK's major shipbuilders and repairers are on
red alert as they await decisions from the Ministry of
Defence on several projects running into billions of pounds.
The projects include the re-engining of the Type 45
destroyers and HMS Scott, along with the building of the
Royal Navy's Type 31 frigates and the announcement later
this year on the FISS (Future in Service Support contract).
The A&P group will be hoping for part of the ten-year,
£900 million pound FISS contract to reﬁt and repair ships
of the Royal Fleet Auxiliary. Gerald Pitts, managing
director of the newly formed A&P Defence Division based
at the docks, is the man spearheading all of the A&P Group
bids.
This will be the largest contract in the history of the
docks; one that requires in-depth preparation and costings
expertise of the highest calibre if A&P is to be successful in
winning part of the contract. But A&P Group will be up
against some strong contenders which will probably
include Babcock, Cammell Laird, BAE Systems, etc. An
announcement is expected within the next two weeks on
the HMS Scott contract. Meanwhile all the big guns in the
shipbuilding industry have their sights on the £ 1.25 billion
project to build the Royal Navy's Type 31 frigates. Babcock
International has joined forces with defence supplier
Thales, and defence companies Harland and Wolff, BMT
and Ferguson Marine, to form Team 31. Industry giant BAE
Systems, a major warship builder for several decades, has
joined Cammell Laird in putting together a bid. This will

see Babcock International and BAE Systems lined up for
battle against each other.
Hamad Port Adds New Service by Korean Shipping
Line
Global
Source: QNA

Hamad Port announced the addition of a new service
from South Korean shipping line Hyundai Merchant
Marine (HMM) to its growing network. HMM's 365.5mlong Hyundai Drive made its ﬁrst call to Hamad Port,
marking the ofﬁcial start of the Hyundai Merchant
Marine's KME (Korea Middle East Express) service, Qatar
Ports Management Company (Mwani Qatar) said in a
statement. With a capacity of 13,154 TEUs and a draft of
14m, Hyundai Drive is the largest container vessel to enter
Hamad Port – Qatar's gateway to world trade, the
statement noted.
The new KME service plans to operate weekly direct
services to Hamad Port covering a number of major ports
in Asia, including the ports of Kwangyang, Busan (South
Korea), Ningbo, Kaohsiung, Yantian and Shekou ports
(China), Singapore and Port Klang (Malaysia). Capt Abdul
Aziz al-Yafei, director of Hamad Port, said: "We are pleased
to announce the start of a new direct service from one of
Asia's largest shipping lines to Hamad Port, which will
enhance customer options and provide fast and secure
solutions to local and international import/export
companies with less transit time and lower cost.
"This signiﬁcant accomplishment comes within the
framework of a comprehensive plan implemented by
Mwani Qatar under the supervision of the Ministry of
Transport and Communications in order to expand Hamad
Port's direct shipping line networks and eliminating the
intermediate ports by 100%, supporting the port's status
regionally and internationally and ensuring the stability of
the domestic market." The arrival of the 365.5m-long
container ship reﬂects global shipping lines' "conﬁdence in
Hamad Port and its ability to handle mega vessels thanks
to the modern technology available there, which makes it
one of the largest and most intelligent ports in the region",
al-Yafei said. He noted that Hamad Port has achieved
signiﬁcant achievements at the regional and international
levels in a short period of time, noting that the port
received a total of 1,748 vessels in 2017 and handled
772,835 TEU containers, 1,165,180 tonnes of general cargo,
606,412 heads of livestock and 65,096 Roll-on/Roll-off
(RoRo) units.
Hyundai Merchant Marine is a leading global shipping
company operating over 130 state-of-the-art vessels,
encompassing more than 60 sea routes to over 100 ports of
call. Established in 1976, HMM is currently one of the top
five Trans-Paciﬁc carriers and one of the top 10 carriers in
the global shipping industry.

India: Centre’s Plans to Build LNG Ships Go Up in
Smoke

while Cochin Shipyard sent some of its workers to Samsung
to be trained in LNG shipbuilding activities.

Regional
Source: Small Business

Wan Hai Teams Up with 4 Carriers to Offer East
China-India Service

The government is abandoning a four-year effort to
build LNG ships locally after GAIL (India) Ltd — the staterun natural gas ﬁrm which was central to the plan — said it
no longer needed to hire some nine new sophisticated
tankers for as much as 19 years in view of a potential
change in the sourcing of natural gas purchased from the
US. GAIL told a high-level review meeting called by the
government in December that it has swapped small
quantities and was in the process of swapping larger
quantities of "costly" LNG purchased from the US suppliers
with other sellers.

Regional
Source: Sea News

Under this arrangement, GAIL would sell a large
portion of the US LNG to buyers who would be responsible
for shipping the cargo. In turn, GAIL would buy similar
quantities from other suppliers such as Qatar who will take
care of transporting the cargo. The swap deals would free
GAIL from making transportation arrangements. "GAIL
told the meeting that it won't need such large number of
LNG ships estimated initially as it would not be in a
position to employ them due to swapping of cargo," said a
Shipping Ministry ofﬁcial briefed on the discussions at the
meeting.
GAIL said it has hired one LNG ship from the spot
market for three years to start lifting the cargo from
January 1, 2018. "What will we do if GAIL doesn't want the
ships any more," he said, asking not to be named. A
technology collaboration pact signed between South
Korea's Samsung Heavy Industries Co Ltd and state-run
Cochin Shipyard Ltd, ended on December 31. The pact was
signed in 2015 and was valid till December 2017. "There
should have been some valid reason to extend the pact, but,
with no hope on the horizon, the pact ended," the ofﬁcial
said.
Cochin Shipyard also secured a licence from
Gaztransport and Technigaz (GTT), France to use its
patented Mark-III LNG containment systems. Together
with technology support from Samsung, Cochin Shipyard
emerged as the only local shipyard eligible to build LNG
carriers. A shipping industry ofﬁcial described the
development as a "shame" given that Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and Shipping Minister Nitin Gadkari were
keen on the plan as part of Modi's 'Make in India' initiative.
Modi had taken a keen interest in shipbuilding due to its
potential for employment generation and had even visited
the main yard of Hyundai Heavy Industries, the world's
largest shipbuilder, at Ulsan during a trip to South Korea in
May 2015. Samsung Heavy also put "time and effort" into
the project to make it work by making several trips to India

TAIWANESE container shipping line Wan Hai Lines
will team up with four carriers to operate a new cargo
service between east China and India, starting January 23.
The new service will be operated jointly with Cosco,
Interasia Lines, Orient Overseas Container Line and XPress Feeders Group of Singapore. Wan Hai said the ﬁve
companies are conﬁdent India will continue to achieve
robust economic growth after recording seven to eight per
cent growth over the past two years, and replacing the
United Kingdom as the sixth largest economy in the world,
reported The Central News Agency (CNA). The new east
China-India route is expected to help many Taiwanese
ﬁrms operating overseas tap opportunities stemming from
India's economic growth.
The service dubbed CI3 route will operate once a week
on the following port rotation: Shanghai, Ningbo, Hong
Kong, Shenzhen-Shekou, Singapore, Port Klang, Chennai,
Kattupalli, Port Klang, Singapore, returning to Shanghai,
Wan Hai said. Each round trip will take 35 days, with ﬁve
4,250-TEU vessels deployed on the new route. Wan Hai
will provide two of the vessels, Cosco and Interasiaone
each, and OOCL and X-Press will jointly provide the ﬁfth
box ship.
India Working to Attract More Investors to Its Port
Sector
Regional
Source: World Maritime News

India has made a step forward in enticing more
investors to support the development of its port sector by
simplifying its regulatory framework. Namely, the Union
Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has
approved amendments to the Model Concession
Agreement (MCA) which aim to make port projects more
investor-friendly and make investment climate in the
sector more attractive. The amended agreement is intended
to resolve pending problems in Public Private Participation
(PPP) projects in the sector that accumulated over the past
20 years due to certain provisions in the existing MCA. The
amendments have been ﬁnalized after extensive
consultation with the stakeholders, the government said.
The revisions include providing an exit route to developers
by way of divesting their equity up to 100 percent after
completion of 2 years from the commercial operation date.
Under the provision of additional land to the
concessionaire, land rent has been reduced from 200 pct to
120 pct of the applicable scale of rates for the proposed

additional land. In addition, the concessionaire would pay
a royalty on "per MT of cargo/TEU handled" basis which
would be indexed to the variations in the WPI annually.
This will replace the present royalty charging scheme which
is equal to the percentage of gross revenue, quoted during
bidding, and calculated on the basis of upfront normative
tariff ceiling prescribed by Tariff Authority for Major Ports
(TAMP). "This will help to resolve the long pending
grievances of Public Private Participation (PPP) operators
that revenue share is payable on ceiling tariff and price
discounts are ignored. The problems associated with ﬁxing
storage charges by TAMP and collection of revenue share
on storage charges which has plagued many projects will
also get eliminated," the government said in a release.
Provisions aimed at improving the ﬁnancial viability of
the projects by facilitating the availability of low-cost longterm funds, redressal of disputes and introduction of a
complaint portal have also been incorporated. A
monitoring arrangement has been introduced as well for
keeping a periodical status report of the projects. Major
ports in India recorded a year-over-year growth of 3.46 pct
from April to November 2017, Indian Ministry of Shipping
said. As informed, ports handled 439.66 million tons of
cargo during the period, compared to 424.96 million tons
recorded during the corresponding period a year earlier.
Nine ports including Kolkata, Paradip, Visakhapatnam,
Chennai, Cochin, New Mangalore, Mumbai, Jawaharlal
Nehru Port Trust (JNPT) and Kandla registered positive
growth.
Dredging Corp Secures Rs 88-Cr Contract from
Cochin Port
Regional
Source: Business Standard

Dredging Corporation of India Ltd (DCI) said it has
secured a Rs 88.51 crore contract for dredging of channels
at Cochin Port. DCI secured the contract through
competitive bidding, the company said in a BSE ﬁling. DCI
has been carrying out the maintenance dredging works at
Cochin Port continuously since 2011-12."Cochin Port
invited global tenders for maintenance dredging for the
year 2017-18... DCI participated in bidding process....DCI
stood as the lowest bidder with Rs 88.51 crore. Thereby
successfully retaining the work in its order book for next
year," it said. The dredging at Cochin Port will be carried
out throughout the year by deploying two dredgers, it
added. DCI said it is the only PSU in the dredging ﬁeld in
India and is securing all major contracts through open
competitive bidding process.
Maritime London to Merge with International
Maritime Industries Forum
Global
Source: Maritime London

Members of UK maritime trade promotional body
Maritime London have unanimously approved a proposal
to incorporate The International Maritime Industries
Forum (IMIF) into the association. Established in 1975,

IMIF runs a programme of highly informative talks
featuring high level speakers in London and organises a
popular annual dinner. Maritime London will proceed to
incorporate the activities of IMIF during 2018. Maritime
London CEO, Jos Standerwick said:
"Given the overlap in objectives and members,
Maritime London was a natural partner when IMIF began
to consider its future last year. I believe that this merger
will beneﬁt greatly the members of both Maritime London
and IMIF, providing a wider platform and creating a
stronger voice for the members of both organisations, not
least in ensuring that the UK and London remain the
leading international maritime professional services
centre".
In a separate move, the appointment of four new
Directors to join the Maritime London Board was approved
by Maritime London members at its Annual General
Meeting on 18 December 2017. The newly appointed
Directors are Ian Gaunt (London Maritime Arbitrators
Association), Richard Greiner (Moore Stephens), Mark
Jackson (Baltic Exchange) and Britt Pickering (The
Shipowners' Club). Ian Gaunt is President of the London
Maritime Arbitrators Association (LMAA) and a full-time
arbitrator since 2008. Before focusing on arbitration full
time, he was a Partner at Sinclair, Roche and Temperley
and a Senior Vice President at International Carnival
Corporation and Carnival plc.
Richard Greiner is a Partner at Moore Stephens and has
been at the heart of the London shipping community for
many years. He has more than 30 years' experience in
providing assurance and advisory services to the shipping
industry. Mark Jackson is Chief Executive of the Baltic
Exchange. He served as Chairman of the Baltic between
2009 and 2012 and previously worked as a broker at
Gibsons and latterly was Chief Commercial Ofﬁcer at AM
Nomikos. Britt Pickering is Legal and Claims Director of at
The Shipowners' Club which insures over 32,000 small and
specialist vessels across the globe.
Indonesia Plans to Sell 264 LNG Cargoes in 2018
Regional
Source: Jarkarta Post

Indonesia plans to sell at least 264 liqueﬁed natural gas
(LNG) cargoes throughout 2018, with a capacity of around
150,000 cubic meters of gas each, according to the
Upstream Oil and Gas Regulatory Special Task Force
(SKKMigas). As many as 144 cargoes will be shipped from
the Bontang LNG plant in East Kalimantan, while the
remaining 120 cargoes will come from the Tangguh LNG
plant in West Papua. "However, it must be noted that it is
possible that the shipped LNG cargoes do not contain the
full capacity of 150,000 cubic meters of gas. The actual
ﬁgure can be lower than that," SKKMigas communications
head Wisnu Prabawa Taher said. Throughout 2017, the
Bontang and Tangguh LNG plants shipped 176 and 111
cargoes, respectively. The capacity of each cargo ranged
from 80,000 to 150,000 cubic meters of gas. In a separate

development, state-owned energy giant Pertamina
delivered on Thursday its ﬁrst LNG cargo with a volume of
2 billion British thermal units (bbtu) from the Mahakam
block in East Kalimantan to a ﬂoating storage and
regasiﬁcation unit (FSRU) in West Java. The FSRU is
operated by PT Nusantara Regas. Pertamina ofﬁcially took
over Mahakam, Indonesia's largest gas block, from
France's Total E&P Indonesie and Japan's Inpex
Corporation on Jan. 1.
SM Line to Withdraw Four Ships from Indonesian
Services
Global
Source: World Maritime News

South Korea's shipping ﬁrm SM Line has unveiled plans
to remove four vessels from its Indonesian services. The
company will withdraw the ships from the Korea-Jakarta
route as the member companies from the Korea Shipping
Partnership (KSP) started the second round of service
reorganizations. With the withdrawal of the ships, one of
the ﬁve routes on the Korea-Jakarta trade would be cut.
The latest restructuring comes on the back of the KSP
companies' decision to withdraw seven vessels from KoreaJapan and Korea-Thailand routes, made in November,
South Korea's Ministry of Oceans and Fisheries informed.
Furthermore, KSP shipping companies are planning to
open new routes between China and Vietnam utilizing
three of the vessels withdrawn in the earlier restructuring
move. The Vietnam Haiphong route would also be
reorganized as the companies look to explore new routes.
"The voluntary restructuring of shipping companies has
been progressing and we are very encouraged," Eom Kidoo, director of shipping and logistics at Ministry of Oceans
and Fisheries (MOF), said.
DP World to Inject USD 3 bn by 2020 in Expansion
Global
Source: World Maritime News

Dubai-based port and terminal operator DP World
would invest up to USD 3 billion over the next three years
in an effort to add new capacity and assets. According to
local media reports, the company's Chairman and CEO,
Sultan Ahmed Bin Sulayem informed that the port operator
plans to spend around USD 1 billion in capital expenditure
each year until 2020. He added that the budget is ﬂexible
as it depends on the business opportunities that arise
during the period. Final capex for FY2017 and capex
expectations for 2018 are set to be revealed on March 15.
The company's spokesperson told World Maritime News
that so far DP World has guided for USD 950 million from
2018-2020.
DP World would reportedly look for expansion
opportunities in Saudi Arabia, in an effort to operate more
ports in the region's biggest economy. The company would
also invest in Jeddah Islamic Port to expand the port's
capacity. Furthermore, the CEO said that the company
would seek expansion opportunities in the UAE and other

regions. On January 8, DP World marked its 10-year public
listing on Nasdaq Dubai. The company said that the listing
has been instrumental to its growth history. "It has given us
access to the top global and regional institutional investor
base and the retail community. We have grown from 42
terminals in 22 countries before the listing to almost
double with 78 terminals in 40 countries within a decade,
while proﬁts have risen from USD 440 million to over USD
1 billion during this period," Bin Sulayem, said. The
company ended the year as the largest listed company in
Dubai with a market capitalisation of USD 21 billion. The
DP World share price reached USD 25 at the end of 2017, a
10-year high having risen 43% in the year on the back of
strong container volume growth.
Belize Bans Offshore Oil and Gas Exploration
Global
Source: The Maritime Executive

In the closing days of 2017, as the Trump
administration drafted a proposal to open most U.S. waters
to oil and gas development, the legislature of Belize
unanimously approved a bill to ban future offshore
exploration.
Belize has the biggest barrier reef in the Americas, and
its economy relies heavily on the tourists who come to visit
its natural attractions. Tourism generates about $200
million a year for Belize, or nearly three times the current
value of its national oil production. Concerns about
pollution and the resulting risks to the marine environment
- and the marine economy - prompted a public campaign
for a ban on offshore exploration. International
environmental groups contributed as well, organizing
petition drives to urge the Belizean government to enact a
permanent ban.
It is not the ﬁrst time that Belize has forbidden offshore
oil and gas activity. In 2013, after the Deepwater Horizon
spill raised concerns about the potential for environmental
harm from drilling, the Belize Supreme Court banned
offshore exploration due to safety and environmental
concerns. The judge who issued the decision was especially
concerned about a lack of experience among some of the
local companies interested in the industry. The injunction
was later suspended, and in 2015, the Belizean government
drafted new guidelines that would have made most of the
nation's waters available for energy development.
However, even seismic exploration faced difﬁculties
from strong local opposition. In October 2016, the
government suspended an ongoing seismic campaign off
Belize's barrier reefs following an outcry over potential
environmental and economic impacts. "Offshore seismic
testing can considerably impact the ecology and marine life
thereby having detrimental effects on our thriving travel
industry," argued Osmany Salas, president of the Belize
Tourism Industry Association. "We should not jeopardize
our vulnerable natural resources and beloved tourist
attractions that are the very heart of our tourism industry."

Clarksons Says Full-Year Results to Meet
Expectations Despite Cyber Attack
Global
Source: Proactive Investors

UK shipping company Clarkson Group PLC (LON:CKN)
said full-year results will be in line with expectations
despite suffering a cyber attack in November last year. The
group had said its security systems had been breached with
"unauthorised access gained via a single and isolated user
account" but insisted the hack would not affect its ability to
do business. "As soon as it was discovered, Clarksons took
immediate steps to respond to and manage the incident," it
said. Clarksons had been bracing for a tranche of private
data to be released by the person behind the hack. Its
research operation collects and analyses data on merchant
shipping and offshore markets.
In August, Clarksons reported a 6% rise in ﬁrst half
revenue to £156.8mln, while proﬁt before tax increased
25%to £21.9mln. The company said while overall freight
levels were low, it had seen "very early signs of recovery" in
some of the major shipping markets. "As we see signs of a
rebalancing across some of the shipping markets, we are
optimistic in our ability to capitalise on the upturn in the
markets when it occurs, while maintaining the strength of
the underlying business," it said. "Nevertheless, in the
short-term, low activity in the new building market and a
predominance of spot over longer-term period business
continues to limit forward visibility of revenues."
PSA Singapore Showcases Future Port
Technologies
Global
Source: The Maritime Executive

Port operator PSA Singapore is holding an exhibition
this week to showcase its advanced port technologies
including drones, automated quay cranes, exoskeletons for
port staff and robotic arms. The Intelligent Port of the
Future exhibition at Pasir Panjang Terminal Building 3
opened on Wednesday and will run until Sunday. Divided
into three zones, the exhibition begins with a look back at
PSA's early years in adopting technology, and takes visitors
through its present-day innovation drive to show the
progress being made in the use of automation, data
analytics, robotics and other technologies to be
implemented in our future port facilities.
Robotic Arm for twist lock handling
Currently, lashing specialists ﬁx and remove twist locks
during the container loading and discharging processes
alongside the quay cranes. Advancements in technology
will streamline this process, where automatic platforms or
robotic arms could be used instead. PSA says it is looking
to upskill workers performing such tasks, so that they can

work aided by mechanization and therefore assume other
higher value-add responsibilities. There is potential for a
single trained operator to support multiple robotic arms in
case of exception or error handling.
Drones
PSA is considering new types of drones that ﬂy
autonomously through software controlled ﬂight plans
through their integration with Internet of Things (IoT)
technology. Drones can be used to fulﬁll ship-shore or
shore-ship deliveries. Working with on-ground IoT sensor
networks, drone surveillance can also help with terminal
security, providing an easier, faster and cheaper method of
data collection.
Future Command Center
A mock-up of how a future command center may look in
the future is being showcased at the exhibition. The onestop command platform could be used for the coordination of automated port equipment, including
automated rail-mounted gantry cranes (ARMGs),
automated guided vehicles (AGVs) and automated quay
cranes (AQCs).
Exo-skeleton
Powered exo-skeletons are wearable mobile machines
driven by a system of motors and linkages allowing for limb
movement with increased strength and endurance,
allowing port workers to perform strenuous and physicallydemanding motions without fatigue.
Data Analytics and Simulation
PSA plans to leverage data analytics in the future port in
areas such as equipment specialist performance, crane
maintenance and simulation models which allow PSA to
simulate container port operations.
Smart Glasses
Using Augmented Reality (AR), smart glasses will
provide port equipment specialists with live visual aids and
off-site assistance. AR technology facilitates the
visualization of an equipment's components and the
tracing of its defects. These will ease the troubleshooting
process and reduce the downtime of faulty equipment. The
ability to see visual indications and communicate with
subject matter experts in a mixed reality space will also
allow proper guidance and create an effective learning
experience at every repair.

British Ports Association Welcomes Government’s
Environment Plan

•

Seek to embed a 'net environmental gain' principle
so
development
delivers
environmental
improvements locally and nationally, enabling
housing development without increasing overall
burdens on developers

•

Connect people with nature by creating 'nature
friendly schools' and reviewing National Parks to
see how they can improve and whether the network
should be extended.

Global
Source: The Maritime Executive

The U.K. government has published its 25 Year
Environment Plan setting out how it will improve the
environment over a generation by creating richer habitats
for wildlife, improving air and water quality and curbing
the amount of plastic in the world's oceans.
The Plan conﬁrms that Government will make greater
use of "natural capital" in its approach to environmental
policy – which ofﬁcials deﬁne as "elements of nature that
directly or indirectly produce value to people, including
ecosystems, species, freshwater, land, minerals, the air and
oceans, as well as natural processes and functions."
The Prime Minister Theresa May also announced that
Government will be consulting on a new independent
environmental regulator, launching their air quality
strategy this year, ﬁnalizing the ﬁnal tranche of Marine
Conservation Zones, and taking the opportunity afforded
by Brexit to "take back control" of U.K. waters and put in
place a more sustainable ﬁsheries policy.
"A Green Future: Our 25 Year Plan to Improve the
Environment" sets out how over the next quarter of a
century the government will:
•

Crackdown on plastics by eliminating all avoidable
plastic waste through extending the 5p plastic bag
charge to small retailers, removing consumer single
use plastics from the government estate, supporting
the water industry to signiﬁcantly increase water
fountains and working with retailers on introducing
plastic-free supermarket aisles.

•

Help wildlife thrive by creating 500,000 hectares of
new habitat for endangered species, supporting
farmers to turn ﬁelds into meadows and other
habitats, replenishing depleted soils and providing
£5.7 million to kick-start a new Northern Forest.

•

•

Be a world leader in environmental protection by
investigating the feasibility of an anti-poaching
taskforce to tackle the illegal wildlife trade,
committing overseas aid to help developing nations
combat plastic waste, and extending the UK's
network of marine protected areas
Deliver a Green Brexit by consulting on a new
environmental watchdog to hold government to
account for environmental standards, and setting
out a new approach to agriculture and ﬁsheries
management

Port of Amsterdam
Emissions

Aims

to

Cut

Shipping

Global
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As part of its new year's resolutions, the Port of
Amsterdam has decided to reduce shipping emissions and
minimise the environmental impact in the coming years.
The port wants to do this through its Clean Shipping Vision
for 2030 and by working with the shipping sector. The
Clean Shipping Vision contains sustainability objectives
through concrete actions. One of the goals is reducing
emissions of docked sea cruise ships by 50 per cent.
The plan also includes emissions from ships themselves
and those associated with port activities such as loading
and unloading. Another objective is to decrease noise and
air pollution caused by the use of diesel generators at
public berths inside the Amsterdam ring road to virtually
zero by 2018. As the implementation of the vision requires
an international approach and long-term commitment, the
target year for Port of Amsterdam's ambitions has been set
at 2030. The port's objective is to achieve a reduction in
nitrogen (NOx), sulphur (SOx) and particulate matter (PM)
emissions of up to 50 percent of sea cruise ships docked in
Amsterdam by 2018, the year in which the baseline
measurement will be made.
It is assumed that by 2030 the environmental
performance of all seagoing vessels that enter the port is at
least equivalent to that of the current, most
environmentally friendly ships. According to port ofﬁcials
it is important to become more sustainable.
"The Clean Shipping Vision is essential to maintaining
our license to operate and license to grow. It enables us to
contribute to improving the sustainability of the logistics
chain and future-prooﬁng our city, our port and our region
for current and future generations," says Marleen van de
Kerkhof, Port of Amsterdam Harbour Master.

